
Ode to John Locke 
“All people possess unalienable rights which every individual possesses simply by 

virtue of his or her humanity by The Creator. These rights are definitive claims 

against anyone who would intrude upon one's life, who would rob one of one's 

liberty and moral autonomy, who would deny one's freedom to choose and to 

pursue happiness.” 

 
The Lieber Code of War 1863: 

Written by German-Jewish Legal advisor to President Lincoln Franz Lieber, LL.D.  

 

Lieber had three sons, 2 of whom fought for the Union, and another who died fighting for the 

Confederacy near Williamsburg. Thus proving that the man’s influence was obviously quite split 

even among his own sons.  

 

You can easily find a complete version of this Lieber Code on the internet in PDF form. I am not 

a lawyer, I am a Hebrew Scholar and published writer on topics concerning a far older law code 

than this one. I do see however that my long experience and extensive knowledge in my own field, 

has allowed me to quickly see the hostile intent of this Lieber Code, as it still quietly hangs like a 

sword above the necks of all American “subjects” to this very day!  

 

Again, I am no legal expert, nor American history scholar, although I have delved into our 

American history more than most, especially all the available, as well as not so available 

information surrounding the years of our Revolution and after, until this specific period during the 

traitor Lincolns faux presidency. Although I always advise my many thousands of students over 

the last 30 plus years to never take my word for all I teach, but rather follow up with their own 

extensive research to prove me correct, I advise the same on this subject, as this subject, with its 

subsequent extensive subterfuge requires much exploration and excavation to uncover the truth 

concerning our Constitution and perceived freedoms derived from it.  

  Over many years of listening to men far more advanced in this research than I, it has finally come 

to my attention that in fact, the constitution that we have today, which was unlawfully devised in 

1871, is in fact NOT our Original, organic Constitution as previously devised, written and 

instituted by our Great founders.  

  After careful consideration of this new fact, and by immediately identifying how their 1871 

Corporate Charter version of our original Constitution was revised in such a way as to alert me to 

what appeared to be the same fingerprints of the false sect of Babylonian Judaism at work. 

 Although unknown to most people, these are those (Serpents of Evil) spoken of by your own 

prophet Jesus. These usurpers of our Hebrew culture and identity have long edited our original 

Hebrew texts many years after Moshe penned what little he actually wrote. This was done to our 

original Constitution by the Lincoln conspirators in much the same way that this sect of evil 

usurped and re-authored the original Instructions as they were provided to Moshe on Mt. Horeb. 



As much of my own Hebrew cultural knowledge has come from both my Hebrew lineage, as well 

as my own extensive research into the eldest Paleo documents available to us, in which I have 

proven these facts concerning the ancient and modern Babylonian usurpers of our Hebrew faith 

and culture. I have long believed that many countries throughout the world, throughout history, 

and now America, have been under siege by the same infiltrators!  

 

A Quick History on the Hebraic Imposters: 
 

Just as it has been proven through history, although greatly misunderstood and misidentified, and 

as I have published myself extensively, these Babylonian Judahites, who by their own admission 

are not and never were of any Hebrew (Son of Abrahim or Jacob) lineage; have from before their 

captivity in Babylon and after, over time cleverly infiltrated a host countries government and 

commerce in order to influence the laws and track the true Sons of Jacob who were long previously 

spread out among most Western European countries, initially. This blood cults main focus has 

always been the full and complete extermination of our original Hebrew tribal blood lines, (as 

expressed in their Talmud), which of course has become increasingly difficult for them to do as 

these lineages have become amalgamated into the gentile populations of the earth, as it was 

promised and ordained to happen via The Eternal Creators promise to Abrahim.  

  Why do I bring up such ancient “religious” information like it is in some way connected to the 

historical events of our more modern American culture, you ask?  My aim is only to enlighten you 

as to their existence; how to identify them through events both historical and ongoing; as well as 

to teach everyone the clear and distinct difference that has always existed between the True 

Hebrew tribal people, and this false cult. Without the knowledge of this simple truth of identity, 

few if any have been able to separate the people from the serpents, much less the events they 

instigate and propagate! Events that for so long have been purposely marketed by the victors of 

history as all completely separate and disconnected events. Or worse! That certain horrific events 

or world systems of control have been the work or events constructed by “Jews!”  Which would 

be fine if all of you did not pile all “Hebrews” into one Jew pile by false identification, but this 

false sect has long set up this false identity in order to use it as needed, or throw it off as needed. I 

would have thought by now all good Christians and others of this world would have seen the 

obvious; that “Jews = Judah”, which is ONLY one single tribal faction of the original 12, if in 

fact this sect was even from the original 12, which they are not! So, how could all 12 tribes devolve 

down into ONE single little bunch of people? Well, one reason for the subterfuge would be so that 

they could cover any Hebrew community they want with this moniker of JEW, and then use these 

people through extermination from time to time, to enable those at the top of this machine to use 

their mass marketing mechanisms to draw major influence their way using this newly established, 

socially unacceptable out cry of “Nazi anti-Semite” to whomever they please or need to destroy, 

both socially and commercially in their way!  

 The fact is, such exterminations from their instigation of the Assyrians which ended in a war and 

subjugation of the original twelve Northern Hebrew tribes that lasted twenty years, to the Spanish 

Inquisitions, Catholic Crusades’, Nazi & Communist exterminations, as well as the greater coming 

slaughter, have and will all be devised and carried out by this same blood lusting cult, but to one 



end; to find, fix and kill anyone even remotely connected to the original Northern Twelve tribal 

blood lines of Jacob, “not 10”.  

  Nothing has changed under this sun. The Levitical Law was man devised, instituted, and therefore 

of course by default a false law. It was a law devised as all laws have been before and since, to 

govern over you by the use of your own CONSENT!  Remember that word as you research this 

offensive subject – CONSENT! It appears that due to Lincoln’s movement towards appeasing his 

Euro-trash banker handlers concerning this old war debt, the Congress in 1861 walked out and 

gave absolutely no date for their return. This is called “Sine die”, which means (without a day). 

 This event, on this date of March 27th 1861, the “lawful” Constitutional Congress disappeared, 

ostensibly dissolving the original Republic, and absolutely dissolving the office of the President. 

 Lincoln was no longer the President of this country, although even knowing this, Lincoln 

continued “acting” as President and Commander in Chief illegally and without any real lawful 

Constitutional authority. Now Lincoln had some real issues. He has no Congress to make laws 

through, thus, he has no way to renegotiate the old war debt note!  One month later on April 15th 

1861, Lincoln, still pretending to be president, issues Executive Order 1, which established martial 

rule over all Federal territories. 

 After that in 1863 Lincoln orders the development and establishes the (Lieber Code) in order to 

advance and entrench this new system of military rule. Some will tell you that this military code 

was instituted solely for the issues surrounding Lincoln’s war, and that might have been true, if in 

fact the Lieber Code was annulled, never to be seen or heard of again after the war, however, that 

we know was not the case. On top of all this, and because the original Lawful Constitutional 

Supreme Court was also abolished in 1861 when the Congress disappeared; in 1863 Lincoln and 

his aids established a new supreme court within the confines of DC which was and remains 

completely under their control. To that end, in 1865 they created “a new” 13th Amendment, and 

unlike the “original 13th amendment”, this one allowed all titles of Nobility, which allowed 

Attorneys into our system!  Attorneys would be required for the new legalese language to come. 

 

What first alerted me to the false (Lieber-Judahite) fingerprints in all this, was that their revised 

constitution, just like our ancient “original” Torah-law, of which 99% of all Christian’s still 

remain totally unaware even existed; this original Torah Instruction was reiterated to Moshe for 

their use, only to be rewritten much later by this false sect to enhance their “people control”. In 

this same way, this was done with our original Constitution, much of the same language and 

precepts of the original, but with certain small but exceedingly sly insertions and legalese that in 

time always proves to nullify the original understanding, and force of law from those perceived 

original precepts. In our ancient culture this was accomplished by the edicts of a few, - allegedly 

god appointed – Levitical Priest Scribes. In our modern times this has been accomplished through 

the use of courts who generate new legal meanings for common English words which already have 

accepted meanings in common usage. Thus, a totally new language using English in a new way 

that none of us know, thus, we continue to require the specialized expertise of new Levitical Priests 

which we now call – Attorneys, in order to know what any legal or governmentally generated 

document ACTUALLY means. This is easily proven when one compares the meaning of any 

words between Webster’s dictionary, and Black’s Law dictionary.  



  The bottom line is, like our ancient Hebrew law code which existed for far too long to enable 

them to make the sweeping changes that they wanted, they were forced to leave what originally 

existed, and authorize themselves – by the mouth of god of course – the ability to augment the 

books, mainly adding new laws as they saw fit. Thus, the “original” instructions still existed for 

all to see, but with mass additions throughout all of our “bible” texts, which though time gave them 

the “perceived” authority over all texts, and thereby all laws, and all people!  

   

Just the same tactic was used by the Lincoln conspirators. Of course obviously by 1863 far too 

many people in America, even worldwide already well knew the content of our organic 

Constitution, thus there is no way they could have, as much as I am certain they would have liked 

to, revised a completely new document without being immediately hunted and burned alive, as 

they well should have been. So, they cleverly, as they have always done through history, continued 

on with most of the original documents content, but with additions as they continued. It appears 

these additions, as well as the institution of this Lieber Code to enforce a military rule over all 

people in all States, even during perceived peace time, will eventually give them the color of 

legality needed to once and for all bring this country under total military rule. When we see how 

the original organic Constitution Article 6: said “This Constitution”, we know it was NOT a living 

document and changeable, as the wording sets the document in time & space exactly where it was, 

no more changeable than the original Instructions from God were. However this is not how it is 

expressed within the new corporate charter constitution, thus making “that” constitution a living 

document with the ability to change, and change it they soon will!  

 

The Short Version of this History: 

 

The original organic Constitution reads – “The debts under the confederacy are continued 

under THIS constitution.”  “This” Constitution? Yes! By this wording we know that our great 

framers also made our Constitution a guarantee of debt to the Crown. From all that I have been 

able to discern, this all stems from war time international banking debt, vs. their need to continue 

trade relations with both England, France and Germany and around the world after the war.  It was 

quite simple for King George; ‘you broke away, yes! However, I still have the greatest Navy in the 

world, and they control the gates of every country you may wish to trade with.’ So, basically even 

after we won the war on the land, our framers new government did not possess the ability to sustain 

that which they now controlled without sailing away from our shores to do so. Therefore, England 

technically won that war by both disabling us from any meaningful sea travel or trade, and by that, 

forcing the framers by debt. Guarantee to relinquish all Colonial American Rights of outright land 

ownership to the bank of England until said debt was paid. This was very crafty maneuvering on 

the part of the English who knew full well the debt would never be paid, thereby allowing them 

by Right of international law to foreclose on the land collateral, which of course was the point in 

the first place. Do not believe for one second that the English Levitical monarchy did not have this 

exact plan in place long prior to that wars end.  

  Yes I said Levitical monarchy. The English monarchy has always openly believed and even 

published the fact that they fully believe they are the direct descendants of the Judahite, King 

David! Oh, you didn’t know that? Well now you do, and therein lies the connection to the same 



sect of false Hebrews who took control of the entire original Hebrew writings, kept all of the 

original wording, added in what they needed to facilitate their agenda for world domination 

through the appearance of assimilation, and internal manipulation of the most powerful world 

governments, as civilizations progressed. For further great detail on these facts and so many more 

hidden from Christianity and the rest of the world, see – (The Asher Codex: 2013, Amazon books) 

  

NOTE of interest: Have you ever wondered where they came up with the name “British?” Well, 

it is actually made up from two Hebrew words, (Brit), which in English best means, (Covenant), 

and (Ish), which literally means (man or by extrapolation-people). Thereby giving you who they 

believe they are, the Covenant men or people! Really, I am not making this up. 

 

Upon the original colonization of America, the Brit’ish, and possibly the German and other 

international banking institutions, were all too happy to lend money to the ongoing colonization 

efforts. As well, certainly Britain spent loads of money above and beyond any loans by the cost of 

transporting their troops, as well as the ongoing cost of maintaining said troops overseas, etc.  

  All of us know the rest of that story. We broke away from the monarchy, we accrued further 

international debt to France for their aid which was expected, although our public school history 

tends to be a bit shy on these details, and upon winning our independence we began life as massive 

debtors to both England and France and who knows who else. Thereby we have the odd and 

seemingly out of place wording within our original organic Constitution which states - “The debts 

under the confederacy are continued under THIS constitution.” Thus, the constitution is 

ALSO an agreement of debt! So, now you need to do some research to find out where this all 

eventually escalated to in order to find out WHO literally became the “collateral” for all this 

ongoing debt, AFTER all the land was eventually collateralized! Let me give you a hint – That 

number on your birth certificate, is quite literally and verifiably a class “A” stock number, used 

for collateralizing chattel. There is NO actual law that forces anyone to apply for any birth 

certificate, or any other type of government documentation to be generated for any child! YOU 

allowed the induction of your children into their mass Ponzi scheme via your CONSENT! 

 Moreover, again there is NO law that requires anyone to join their system as a government 

employee to receive benefit from that illegal government by applying to join via their social 

security number; which of course comes with a membership card! Again, the “peoples” lack of 

knowledge of the system that they believe they must live in “legally”, maneuvers them like the 

sheep they are by the “color” and “perception” of legality, via their own CONSENT!  

 

International Bank Note of Debt: 

 

With little research past your public school education and one will find that all international bank 

debt notes to this very day come due after 70 years! Amazingly, what we then find is that by the 

time Lincoln took office our notes were slightly overdue, and behold, America did not have the 

money to pay them. Lincoln was being worked hard by his handlers to make good on payment, 

which of course the international bankers knew he could not. Therefore, knowing the man was 

weak, they pushed him hard to finally relinquish the legal collateral of the original thirteen colonial 

States, just as China and other countries will soon be doing to which ever weak and pathetic 



president sits as CEO over the office of “THE UNITED STATES” Corporation when that day 

comes!  

 

United States Corporation:  

 

Too many American’s are still unaware of such a devastating reality, that the new illegally formed 

government was quickly commercialized as a legal corporate entity. In 1871 they created the 

corporation called – THE UNITED STATES INC. This is why you have always seen this entities 

name written in all capital letters! Just as you will see all commercial corporate entity names 

always depicted in all capital letters. Just as you have seen every commercial or government 

document mostly depicted in all capital letters. Just as you have always seen your NAME also 

depicted on every document you have in all capital letters; and just as someday your own headstone 

will also depict the death of your corpus/corporation in all capital letters! Why? Because within 

their legal parlance, depicting all names this way is known as a (Legal Fiction). I cannot get into 

this topic here, as it is an amazingly detailed understanding. I will just tell you that any individuals 

name rendered in all caps, is in fact NOT that individual, but “another” fictional entity that they 

use in lieu of the Real Living individual man or woman of God. These are “Legal”, NOT “Lawful” 

depictions of each human/chattel for use within their corporate system as the collateral on accruing 

debts!  The Legal Fiction is actually your corporate entity, which is also known by their system as 

a (Dead Entity); exactly why we generally find our names in all caps on our head stones. It is all 

very real and much buried. I would highly suggest you begin immersing yourself in all of this.  

 

The new corporation entity required a legal corporate charter as they all do, this was and remains 

their revised 2nd constitution! All States are also Corporations, and have their own corporate 

charters AKA, constitutions. As well, by now most all municipalities are also incorporated.  

 Prior to all this in 1870, and because their new emerging system of illegal, non-American, 

government required, legal participants called – (voters), to elect the corporate hierarchy, they 

passed the 15th Amendment. If memory serves, the 15th Amendment turned the original 

Constitutional RIGHT to vote, into a privilege. What most people do not understand to this day is, 

that a Right cannot be removed, as it was given by God who sits at the top of all hierarchies, with 

His created men and women “Living-Souls” directly under Him. However, again via our 

CONSENT, we give up that Right, thus allowing them to GIVE us a privilege like a child asking 

for ice-cream, and we all know that a “privilege” can be taken away! This “privilege” is acquired 

through our CONSENT to join their corporation further by the 15th amendment forcing voters to 

register. 

 To further encapsulate all non-vigilant American’s, they illegally established an entirely new legal 

system based on the Crown’s Maritime Admiralty Law, allowing us, via marketing efforts through 

Public schools and cultural changes as the Judahite Levites have always done, to forget about our 

never ending system of “Common Law.” This new Maritime system was accomplished by 

establishing the “Department of Justice” in 1870. Why was this new system of law and department 

required for them to institute their new illegal form of governance? Because remember, when the 

“lawful” Congress disassembled in 1861 in order to stop the then legal President Lincoln from 

both giving the lands back to the Crown, and or renegotiating that alleged loan for far worse terms 



and more land collateral; the original Article 3 Judiciary was also dissolved! Thus, the new 

corporate controlled Department of Justice was set above all US-CODE law, and the 

President/CEO of that corporation is the head of the DOJ. Thereby making the President/CEO the 

highest law enforcement officer in the land. Moreover, this quite literally established the office of 

the President/CEO as a dictatorship in the truest form of the word! YOU BELIEVE we have the 

same freedoms rooted in the “original” Constitution because THEY have continued the façade of 

Constitutional Republic viability. It’s all been nothing more than the shuffling of cups and beans. 

 Our original, organic constitution, even with its flaw of being a partial debt instrument, has been 

long, long gone. And THAT is why all of their “Rights” encroachment which never seem to 

subside, but always increase in number and speed of affliction upon American’s and the rest of the 

world, can, have, and will continue to expand into a full blown military rule. Because of the 

subtlety of the snake, or more accurately, the Serpent People!  

 

Weak and Willing to Negotiate: 

 

With nothing less than all public lands within the original Thirteen Colonies and the Louisiana 

Purchase to be legally returned to the Europeans, certainly Lincoln was under severe pressure, 

especially after the lawful Congress walked off the job believing this would end his march and 

ability to give away the country! Mind you, he may have been under great pressures over having 

to make a move on all this, but do not believe for a moment he was worried about anything else 

than his own legacy! He was certainly not worried about you or your posterity. Posterity who will 

soon become slaves to those same international banker families of the usurping Babylonian 

Judahites!  

 As stated, in 1861 the weak and failing Lincoln was forced to ask for a renegotiation of all loans, 

to which the international banksters were all too happy to oblige. It was all very simple, the 

European banksters wanted new and much better terms, they required allot of up-front cash/gold, 

and most importantly, they required many more public lands as additional collateral on this new 

70 year note! Hmmmm…… Can anyone guess just where all that new public land would be 

coming from? Hint! Not the West Coast!  

 

No Backbone, Only Barter! 

 

Oh President Jackson! Where were thou when our beloved America needed you to stand in the 

breech against the organized-crime Bankster families once again?  No, we get stuck with the same 

sort of spineless traitor that we appear to be experiencing ever since. Instead of standing against 

the banking cults for America, and our posterity as other great men before him did. Rather Lincoln 

decided it better to start a war that killed off more of the best bloodlines America had to offer this 

sick and dying world, than all of the wars since then. At that point in 1861, because of the great 

amount of interest inflating the original loan, more public lands were required to appease this 

ancient cultic sect of banking cartel henchmen, and Lincoln goes right along.  

 That is until all the Southern States read the new bank note terms, said, ‘thanks but no thanks’ in 

their most cordial Southern way, and seceded! It appears this is about to occur yet again soon.  



Contrary to all modern left-wing fascist opinion, all of those Southern States, or any other States 

at that time, were totally within their “original” legal Constitutional Rights to secede from the 

Union! Even further in my opinion, since the several States unification was wholly based on the 

existence of our original Constitutions lawful validity, and technically annulled by that time due 

to the loss of the lawful Congress, it would seem that all the individual “Republics” would then 

have the lawful and God given authority to revert back to self-rule, with the complete sovereignty 

of any legitimate State or Country. Thus, reverting to the use of their lawful State Constitutions. 

 

Thus, most of what everyone has been taught is a grand delusion, and we as individual people have 

now all been turned into commercialized debt collateral within their diabolical system of debt 

slavery. It is my intuition, as it is for many others I assume, that all American’s will very soon be 

foreclosed on by those who held Lincoln’s revised 70 year note, which came due and was 

foreclosed on in 1933 after they orchestrated the crash of 1929, thereby forcing “their” illegal 

corporate entity into bankruptcy.  And if anyone knows anything about their bankruptcy laws, you 

know that once one enters into bankruptcy, that an official master is appointed over you personally, 

and all you own. By their legal definitions, you are no longer allowed to be responsible for your 

own life and actions, and thereby technically even further a ward of the State corporate entity.  

 Where is this all going? It appears obvious that their amended constitution, with the addition of 

the Lieber Code of military takeover and rule, along with the innumerable illegally written and 

utilized Executive orders; will all provide them the required ‘color’ of law needed to institute the 

takeover of all human ‘collateral’, and thereby conquer the lineage of Jacob once and for all. 

 

Christian’s that make up the majority of America may not believe that they are in fact and in part 

the lineage of Jacob, however, some very powerful and evil people do believe it! And in the end, 

what you all believe will not matter one bit if they have their way by our collective CONSENT. 

 Let us hope that all of our Hebrew prophets and your Hebrew prophet derived book called 

Revelation, were not all influenced by Peyote! Because it will certainly take divine intervention to 

stop the next onslaught from these narcissistic sociopaths. Have you not wondered all these years 

why America has been under direct attack from within? An attack which has in recent years even 

publicly turned against Christianity as a whole, starting with outlawing the use of the name of 

Jesus within the military, even by their chaplains! As well as making it illegal to attempt to speak 

to anyone about the basic tenants of Christianity within the military or any federal agency, etc. 

 Don’t worry, soon enough it will be illegal in public situations as well. Again, don’t take my word 

for it, you will all find out soon enough.  

 

For far more detail on these long hidden topics of the false Judah and the true Hebrews or Jacob, 

use the links at the end of this article for my books. I assure you, you do not have the verifiable 

and in-depth information on any of those topics, and far more yet. It has been hidden from even 

the most knowledgeable among you.   

 

 

 

 



CONSENT!  
 

I have personally written and published extensively concerning the true understanding of The 

Eternal One’s FREE WILL system. This topic is most likely the one foundational tenet of His 

creation that has been so grossly misunderstood and super-spiritualized, that few have a clue to its 

actual origination point or mechanics.  Unfortunately for everyone, the few that DO have a clue 

are these evil ones who have always been seeking out, and quietly working against (Jacobs-sons)!  

  They KNOW the Eternal’s systems, and they appear to be BOUND to working within MOST of 

them. What I have noticed for many years now upon coming to the knowledge of these govern-

mental inner workings that press on through all administrations and generations is, that yes, they 

MAY have to supply or ALLOW a parallel system or avenue for us to work, and travel, and exists 

within without paying for or requiring their many licenses and permits etc., to do so; which has 

now been written about and documented in movies for some time; however, they DO NOT HAVE 

TO ADVERTISE ANY OF IT TO US!   

 Case in point; there exists a legal and binding system of law in America and around the world in 

most Western countries called ‘Common Law’. In America this has always existed, but has long 

fallen out of use because of their US-Code’s. Codes by the way, as I have read from one lawyers 

own extensive research and brief, are NOT Laws! In fact he even expressed that legally, all US 

Code is in fact illegal! Statutes as well are NOT law! Common Law which still exists is quite basic. 

 In a short sentence it is: ‘Do to all others as you would have them do you and yours.’ To do 

no harm to any individuals, or any property! Now, where have I heard that one before? Oh yes, 

the last great Hebrew prophet! To do no harm to anyone, or anything living, or not alive, pretty 

much covers everything negative in society that anyone can do. We never needed extensive 

libraries of laws that only the few special people understand. No specially trained judges. Just 

judges derived from people who have proven a great propensity for common sense and morality.  

 

Common law dictates that no ‘other’ laws or statutes or codes from any other system of law, from 

within or without the separate sovereign States of America, can be levied or used against you, or 

seek to control us, or to seek fines of any sort, or to seek monetary gain for the permitting or 

licensing of any previously established Common law Right! WOW! On top of that, all USC law 

or Code as it were, is in fact there to establish and enforce rules and regulations for “Commercial” 

activities ONLY! For example, there is no State law or Federal law that forces us to purchase a 

License or a permit to drive our personal vehicles, not one! Even their own Supreme Court has 

upheld this reality at least three times that I am now aware of. No legal requirement for paying and 

having a license plate or registration, or insurance for that matter. All of these things fall squarely 

under the rules and regulations of commercial traffic only, and the Federal regulations which all 

of the States have long adopted as their own, are very simple to read and clearly understandable to 

that end. Thus, if you CONSENT to working within their strict system of control and taxation 

through many fees and fines and eventual court costs, then you are theirs! By not knowing these 

truths, and learning how to utilize them for your own gain and very well-being, you have by default 

consented to being unfit to rule yourself, thus, they will rule you via their system. This is all 

absolutely true and verifiable, I assure you. The long standing issue for everyone is, including the 

law enforcement people, is that everyone has been born into a system where the “other” system is 



purposely forgotten and shoved into some corner filing cabinet. It’s there, it’s true, its useable, it’s 

just out of sight, out of mind! We are born into a society where everything is just so completely 

assumed! 

  It’s the LAW right?  LOL…Well yes, it is ONE law, just not the ORIGINAL law. Lol.  Like I 

said already, they HAVE to make these daily actions available to us under Common law, i.e. the 

ability to travel with your vehicle, build an addition on your house, own animals without licensing 

them, carry a gun without special licensing, etc. However, they DO NOT have to ADVERTISE 

any of that to us! Isn’t that what they always told you? ‘Ignorance of the law is no excuse!’  

Problem is as usual, you had no clue what law they were talking about! Just as in the ancient days 

and right up to this very day, all Christians believe that the LAW Jesus was always speaking against 

to be the alleged “law of Moshe”, which would have been the “original Torah”, not at all knowing 

that those false, Southern Canaanite Pharisaical “Jews” had their own law, known to us as the “2nd 

Law”, to you it is known as Deuteronomy, with its later addition of Leviticus. Again – consent by 

Assumption! 

 

By NOT advertising the fact that you can live outside of their system in a totally free and 

unencumbered condition where none of their CODES or STATUTES can be made to have effect 

on you at all, they have over generations passively convinced everyone that what you SEE, is all 

that exists! THAT’S A LIE!  

  Common law has its own basic, fair and equitable remedies, and there are still many Judges that 

are schooled in it; again, they just won’t advertise it! It has never been their job to educate you all 

correctly. The Founders of this Republic told you clearly that they established a Republic “IF you 

could keep it.”  If you can keep it was a direct reference to the peoples ongoing and never ending 

VIGILENCE against tyranny! Well, so much for that, in 1870 we got tyranny. 

 

Just as the Shelanite-AshkeNazi’s false Judah has always worked, by avidly promoting their faux 

“ACTS & STATUTES” as LAWS in order to “PERMIT” & “LICENSE” – (by contract) every 

single aspect of our lives, they have kept everyone unaware of the TRUE law, both Federal & 

State.  

  Moreover, by all of us being so ignorant of the LAW we have not PROTESTED!  And by both 

US “Code” and State “Statute” law, NOT protesting in and of itself is by their definition, 

acquiescence - us giving legal CONSENT!  I.e. they are using YOUR FREE WILL and The 

Eternal’s FREE WILL system AGAINST US by passively ALLOWING us to make the wrong 

decisions! THUS, we freely GIVE our CONSENT to be GOVERNED by a system we BELIEVE 

through ignorance, to be our own.  

  Virtually every single aspect of everything you have seen and most likely wondered and 

complained about within the spheres of Federal & State governments is directly 100% due to 

YOUR/OUR CONSENT!!!  A consent based in total ignorance!  

  

Most amazing is that the evil ones and their handlers are somehow bound by certain few aspects 

of The Eternal Ones created systems, in this case His (Free Will system). Even though they 

themselves are totally Law-less and working every angle humanly and inhumanly possible to 

restrain and eventually enslave us all, they are somehow, and I won’t pretend to know why, 



restrained by The Eternal’s FREE WILL system, which is 100% based on our “CONSENT”... I.e. 

the CONSENT of the governed! Why may they be restrained by it, in my academic opinion I 

believe it to be not so much restraining them from us, but more restraining of the Eternal Creator 

from instantly destroying them. It is believed that He will not allow any entities to enforce 

complete and utter slavery upon any other living, sentient entity to which they have not consented 

to. Thus, even though most of our collective and individual consent to their masked systems of 

enslavement have been “tacit” consent, it is still consent.  

  

Thereby, our freedom, just as I have long taught concerning the more original Torah instructions 

to all man, is solely based on our Free Will!  Our CHOICE to finally wake up and CHOOSE (Good 

& Life) over their system of (Evil & Death)! It’s just that simple!  

 We are either CHOOSING via ignorance to be chattel within their false LAW system, or Free 

men and women governed only by the very basic and clear instructions of our Eternal Creator, (Do 

to all others as you would have them do to yourself or your child); with everything outside of 

this vast description of law based in common sense self-control and human decency, remaining 

within THEIR false system of laws – Federal, Civil and Religious, and we cannot be judged by 

those laws unless we CONSENT to being ruled UNDER them!  

  

From before Babylon, to our revolution where the framers obviously succumbed to the will of 

King George for the war debt in order to continue trade with Europe and coexist; to the (Leiber 

Code 1863) which provides for sweeping military powers against the citizens of America and their 

States; to the formation of a totally new style of illegal government in 1871, which turned our 

sovereign country of individual Republics into the “Corporation of The United States”; to the 

world banking system foreclosure of this insolvent corporate entity in 1933, to the all-seeing, all-

knowing Healthcare act of 2013; this world has been falling to the increasing control of the same 

clan of evil just as I have proven in my book entitled – “The Asher Codex”. And I have a sneaking 

suspicion that another Hebrew man told you the same thing a few years back reporting from 

Jerusalem... 

  

Books by Dr. Asher: 

 

The Asher Codex- A Masters level guide to understanding false Judah 
 

The Land of MEAT & Honey – The truth about the Original Law and those who usurped it 

 

The Greater Exodus - An Unfolding Prophesy in our Time 

http://www.amazon.com/Asher-Codex-Alef-Shmuel/dp/1479171840/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/Land-MEAT-Honey-Shmuel-Asher-ebook/dp/B00NUT5T2M/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/Greater-Exodus-Shmuel-Asher/dp/1470186705/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8

